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Questions with Notice under Standing Order No. 6 – Full Council, 24 February 2022. 
 

 

QUESTION 1: 
Councillor Birt to the Executive Member for Property & Projects   
 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY DEBT: 
As you confirmed “there is no specific mechanism to keep all members informed” about the following 
important financial indicator I request an update with our current position:  
 

(a) Within our commercial property portfolio, what is the value of outstanding debt owed to the 
Council 90 days after the original settlement date? 

(b) Within our commercial property portfolio, what is the value of debt written off in the current tax 
year to date?  

RESPONSE:  
 
As previously stated, when this question was raised for the last two Council meetings it is important to 
note that the debt amount varies depending on the date chosen due the varying payment patterns relating 
to lease terms. As of 9th February 2022, the answers are: 
 

a. £297,504.26 
b. £0 

 

 

QUESTION 2: 
Councillor Birt to the Executive Member for Finance, Revenue and Benefits 
 
EVOLVE PROGRAMME 
It is stated that “The current budget includes our Evolve programme to continually deliver 
efficiency and innovation throughout the medium-term financial plan”. The Evolve efficiency 
programme is specified to save £millions in just a few years. 
 
(a) Have our current ‘projects in progress’ all met their original monetary saving target this 
year? 
(b) If the huge Evolve savings are so readily achievable why did you not identify them earlier 
and start this programme years ago? 
(c) What will be the impact of failing to make the specified savings? 

RESPONSE: 
 
(a) This information is provided in the quarterly financial performance report which is regularly 
presented to Cabinet.   
Efficiencies are ever moving as the Council and the environment we work in changes over time.  This is 
why we adapt our plans to match the changing environment every year as part of the budget setting 
process to ensure we have the most appropriate targets for the future. 
 
(b) The Council has been continually making efficiencies to balance the budget over many years through 
various ways including innovative ways of working, investing in process improvements and income 
generation.  In 2016-17 a four year transformation programme was started which has achieved ongoing 
savings of £2.2m per year.  During 2020-21 the pandemic response was the priority and therefore 
efficiencies work was paused, in the current year we have achieved a further £0.3m of ongoing savings 
per year and we have re-focused on the new Evolve programme so we can identify and work towards 
new efficiencies achieved at the right time. 
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(c) The impact would be requiring the use of reserves to fund budget gaps in the short term whilst other 
efficiencies were identified. 
 

 

QUESTION 3: 
Councillor Birt to the Executive Member for Housing, Health and Communities 
 
JUBILEE GRANT FUNDING 
 
At Cabinet on 20 September 2021 the Executive Member, Cllr Webb, said in connection with 
Jubilee grant funding “we will make sure we give grants out to Towns and Parishes to make sure 
they have sufficient funds for a celebration". 
 
At Cabinet on 7 February 2022, I asked why our Parish Clerk has been unable find any application 
procedure, Cllr Webb stated: "There are no grants for Towns and Parishes". 
Why was promised grant funding removed for Parishes without notice and at such a late stage? 

RESPONSE: 
 
At Cabinet on 20th September 2021, the Executive Member, Alison Webb said the Council would: 
  
‘Make sure we give grants out to towns and villages’ when speaking about Jubilee Funding. 
  
Breckland Council has a long history of distributing money to its communities through a variety of Match 
Funding Schemes.  Indeed, in this current financial year we were able to commit almost all of our 
£100,000 Match Funding budget to important community projects, meaning that in the last 3 years over 
£300,000 has been awarded. 
  
We will continue to support our communities to celebrate or commemorate important national events, 
such as the £30,000 distributed to mark both VE & VJ Day’s. For the forthcoming Jubilee we have 
announced our £10,000 Jubilee Match Funding Grant Scheme.   
  
For the Jubilee Match Funding Grant Scheme, we will be providing match funding directly to our 
community groups, who are at the heart of our towns and villages.  This will enable projects to be 
developed and delivered throughout the Jubilee year and therefore keep the important celebrations 
going beyond the national 4-day holiday. 
  
In addition, through our Jubilee Bursary Scheme, we have allocated £30,000 to support individuals across 
Breckland to access further education who may not have been able to do so had this funding not been 
made available. 
  
For the next financial year, Officers are reviewing the approach to our existing Match Funding Scheme, 
which when finalised, will enable Town and Parish Council’s to apply for funding as per previous years.  
 

 

QUESTION 4: 
Councillor Morton to the Executive Member for People, Communications & Governance and Portfolio 
Holder for Climate Change. 
 
I am pleased to note the £110k made available to the Leisure centres in Dereham and Thetford to help 
reduce carbon emissions by an estimated 200t of CO2 per annum. 
 
Can the Cabinet member for Climate Change confirm the financial details around this project? 
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a) Have Parkwood invested in the improvements and will the £110k be paid back from the projected 
savings? 
 
b) How does this leave the Climate Change budget position? 
 
c) Given that Leisure centres are the biggest CO2 emitters under our control what further action is 
planned to reduce the remaining emissions of 1500t per annum? 

RESPONSE: 

a) Parkwood Leisure have invested in energy saving measures at both sites for a number of years. They 
have installed building monitoring systems, PIR sensors, LED lighting as well as making improvements 
to the boilers. This funding is in addition to their own investment already made and will support 
further improvements to make the buildings more energy efficient and reduce costs into the future. 

Due to the nature of the PFI contract, periodically the Council and contractor undertakes a 
benchmarking exercise which examines all expenditure and income. The outcome of this process 
results in either an increase or a decrease in the annual amount that the Council pays the operator. 
The cost of utilities is one element that is picked up through this process and therefore by investing in 
improvements which help reduce the use and costs of utilities it helps to mitigate any future increase 
in the annual charge. Furthermore, at the end of the PFI contract the leisure centres are returned to 
the local authority and so the council will continue to benefit from these improvements into the 
future. 

b) This funding does not affect the sustainability budget position. This funding has been taken from the 
Growth and investment reserve. This decision was made as the £200k set aside in the   Sustainability 
budget is earmarked for improvements to buildings directly under the control of the council pending 
the outcome of the NPS study which is expected by the end of March. 
 

c) It is important to remember that under the terms of the PFI arrangements with Parkwood the council 
is not under direct control of these buildings until 2037, therefore any improvements will need to be 
in partnership. We continue to work with them to identify further improvements that can be made at 
the centres, and we will also work with them to seek additional external funding when it is 
appropriate and available to implement such schemes. 
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